SSober,Coffee comes to you each week thanks to
the efforts of Audiohive Podcast Studio in Joliet
Illinois. We thank Brian for his commitment and
support - and highly recommend said services to
anybody looking for quality - and attention to
detail. Thanks, Brian, for all you do, Mikey and
Glenn.

In addition to Mike and Glenn emptying
their piggy banks into sober.coffee, we are
grateful to the following donors who have
sacrificed financially to help support the
production costs, and spread the good
news - that there IS a solution to the
alcoholic problem. Our heartfelt thanks to:
Matt G, Tim G, Linda D, Don M, Karen I,
Tom O, Joe O, Tim D ,Claudia M, Steve W,
Paul L, Jay P, Rick C, Paul S, Dave J, Ron S,
Cary F, Phil K, Mark D, and Gary L
A sober,coffee shout out to Mokena Fellowship Center in
Mokena Illinois. Glenn and Mike are grateful for the
fellowship and the people who are their members. In
addition to face-t- face meetings that we attend at the
fellowship, there are ample opportunities to run into Glenn
and Mike on virtual meetings hosted by MFC. Check out the
links below and we hope to see you in the rooms. Thanks
MFC for all you do!

We really debated the insert of this connection,
but many people have asked what kind of church,
what church, Glenn and I attend. We do, in fact,
attend church together. It is a church that
preaches Alcoholics Anonymous - by name – and
encourages those battling any addiction or
mental health issue to pursue the professional
community. The program of Alcoholics
Anonymous calls for spirituality, not religion. We
hope you are not turned off by this insert, but
rather use it as a jumping off point for you to
figure out your higher power …, what works for
you as it relates to sobriety. Safe travels as you
are in our prayers always. Mike and Glenn

BEHIND EVERY GREAT MAN…
Well, except for the “great man thing”, we are big
believers that we are where we are today, in great
parts, of the support and we have in our awesome
better halves. Thanks, Nanc and Jen for all you do.
Especially for allowing us to spend time serving others.
You guys rock our worlds!!

Don’t fortget to follow us on your favorite
social media chanell:
Instagram soberpod
Twitter @sberpoddudes
Youtube soberDOTcoffee

